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Musings for Cancer ....Devoting ourselves to  
Love and the power of Yin 

 
When we turned the wheel at the Winter Solstice we moved onto 
the cardinal cross and into the sign of Cancer. 
Cancer is a wonderfully sensitive sign, full of watery intuition 
and psychic potential. The astrological ruler of this sign on the 
personal level is the moon with its power over the tides of our 
oceans and emotions. In esoteric astrology the ruler on both the 
soul and spirit level is Neptune. Neptune is a planet but is also 
the Lord of the oceans. In ray terms the planet Neptune is ruled 
by ray 6 the ray of devotional love. The ray Lord of the 6th ray is 
called in some esoteric literature “the Lord of ceaseless devotion.” 
So here we begin to understand the depth of Cancerian devotion 
and love which starts, with their own family initially, but with 
spiritual growth expresses itself in larger and larger “families” til 
it is a Love that embraces the whole earth. To be devoted is to 
apply oneself in a sacred way in the sense of having made a vow 
to focus on something.. People with Cancer emphasised in their 
charts feel their dedication to family in this deep way. 
During the sun’s journey through Cancer we have an 
opportunity to soften our hearts and express our love and 
devotion. We can start by opening our hearts and feel love for 
great teachers such as Quan Yin and Mother Mary who radiate 
ceaseless devotion towards us and all Life. This is particularly 
useful if we have been doing a lot of busy mental work or feel 
blocked off from our hearts because of what is going on in our 
lives or in the world, or it could simply be that too much “doing” 
has separated us from our “being”. 



In the world of a trumpeting Trump with its relentless ego 
defending and parading of the worst of masculinity, the soft call 
of the feminine divine reminds us of the great value of simple 
gentleness, an open heart and the value of applying or devoting 
ourselves to Love. 
The great Love and compassion as embodied in Great Teachers 
encourages us to love them and then to accept and love ourselves 
and others. This is not a power that pushes and charges around 
in the external world but is an exquisitely gentle beautiful light 
that emerges from within. The power from within changes us 
deeply and it is in this way that the external world also changes. 
This is the power of Yin. 
The esoteric mantrum for Cancer is “I build a lighted house and 
therein dwell”. This mantrum helps us connect with the way in 
which Cancer guides us from within and encourages us to build a 
house of light. We gently build a house of Light in which is our 
soul lives, until our house becomes a radiant lighthouse which 
“defends us” from the storms of our own selves and the storms of 
the world by being a radiant light guiding us to safety/refuge. 
This path of Yin reminds us that often the deepest changes are 
those which are a result of the gentle strong radiance and love we 
grow within our hearts. 

So in Cancer we can allow ourselves to stop and surrender into 
the radiance of our Heart Love, we let go of busy ness and simply 

allow ourselves to merge and surrender into this Love. If we 
can devote ourselves to this, the lighted house can grow and 

eventually in connection with others, becomes a place of refuge 
safety and growth for all Humanity. 

Some colours for Cancer are pink for ray 6 and Neptune, purple 
for the moon and ray 7, yellow for ray 4, green for the waters of 

the ocean and ray 3 
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